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19th April 2022 
 
 
 
Dear Mayor Magee and Members of Glen Eira Council, 
 
 
Re Proposed Adoption of the IHRA Working Definition of Antisemitism 
 
 
As the roof body of 56 major Jewish organisations throughout the state, Zionism 
Victoria is delighted to learn that Glen Eira Council is considering adoption of the 
International Holocaust Remembrance Alliance Working Definition of Antisemitism 
 
Our affiliates comprise a broad spectrum of synagogues, schools, youth movements 
and charities, as well as political, social, sporting and medical organisations, many of 
whom are based or operate within the City of Glen Eira. 
 
Based on the Jerusalem Program of the World Zionist Organisation, one of our 
principal platforms is “defending the rights of Jews as individuals and as a nation … 
and struggling against all manifestations of antisemitism”, hence our interest in this 
matter and why we feel obliged to write on behalf of our members. 
 
It is particularly apt that Council is discussing the issue of antisemitism at this time of 
year. 
 
As Jews the world over celebrate Passover, so too we recall that since medieval times 
– and even into the 21st Century – the festival has been marred by major 
manifestations of antisemitism, and the resultant torture and massacre of tens of 
thousands of Jews worldwide. 
 
At the root of these incidents of the ‘world’s oldest hatred’ were what are known as 
blood libels – pernicious and baseless allegations that Jews kidnapped and killed 
Christian children, and used their blood when baking matzah, the unleavened bread 
eaten at Passover. The proximity of the festival to Easter also fuelled the persecution 
and pogroms, with the crucifixion of Christ marked at this time of year being blamed 
on all Jewish people for all time. 
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Today, the historic libels have taken on a modern twist. Just as medieval Jews were 
accused of poisoning wells to spread the plague, so now we read allegations of Israel 
poisoning Palestinian water supplies.  
 
Likewise, the fictitious bloodthirsty Jew of old is resurrected as members of the Israel 
Defence Forces revelling in the murder of innocent children and Israeli relief workers 
harvesting the organs of earthquake victims. 
 
Why is this relevant to the IHRA definition? 
 
Because it is this kind of fallacious attack on Israel that is implied in the examples that 
cite Israel in the definition, not any kind of criticism of Israel or the Israeli government, 
as those opposed to the adoption of IHRA would have you believe. 
 
Let us be quite clear on this from the outset, because it is crucial. Nowhere in the 
definition, or in the examples cited, is there any implication that criticism of Israel or 
the Israeli government or, indeed, Israel’s treatment of the Palestinians are off limits. 
 
And no one is calling for a discussion or debate about Israel’s actions to be stifled. 
 
Indeed, Zionism Victoria and the community as a whole welcome constructive criticism 
and dialogue about Israel, as those are the only bases on which an enduring peace, 
founded on coexistence, respect and understanding, can be forged. 
 
The examples in the definition merely exist to illustrate circumstances in which specific 
kinds of criticism or the language used in the criticism may, by their very nature, be 
antisemitic or veer into antisemitic territory. 

For instance, one example, as noted in the opening of this letter:  “Using the symbols 
and images associated with classic antisemitism (e.g., claims of Jews killing Jesus or 
blood libel) to characterise Israel or Israelis.” 

A second example, quite rationally, suggests that Israel should be criticised in the 
same way that other countries are criticised, and treated like other countries are 
treated, not singled out: “Applying double standards by requiring of it a behavior not 
expected or demanded of any other democratic nation.” 

A third notes a particular, understandable, sensitivity of the Jewish people, and reflects 
a sense that those who use such language or imagery do so knowing full well the hurt 
they cause: “Drawing comparisons of contemporary Israeli policy to that of the Nazis.” 
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The fourth example relevant to this discussion is “Denying the Jewish people their right 
to self-determination, e.g., by claiming that the existence of a State of Israel is a racist 
endeavour.”  

Israel has its faults and inequalities as does any society. But equality for all citizens is 
enshrined in its Declaration of Independence, all citizens are entitled to vote, there is 
freedom of religion, there are Arab parties in the Knesset and in government, there 
are Arab judges, doctors, academics, scientists, faculty heads,sports stars – the list 
goes on and on – all playing an active role in every arena of Israeli life. 

Yes, there is room for improvement, as there is with any society. And one day Israel 
will get there. In the meantime, considerable progress is being made. The past couple 
of years have seen an Islamist party included in the governing coalition and Israel 
make peace with a number of its former Arab enemies.   

In short, criticise Israel, but do so based on facts, and consistent with the way you 
would treat any other country. 

The sad reality is that here in Australia, as in every other country, there are politicians, 
pundits and members of the public who simply do not know where the line between 
legitimate criticism of Israel and racist commentary lies.  

The evidence is plain for all to see. Antisemitic attacks, specifically targeting Jews and 
Jewish institutions, always spike in times of Israeli-Palestinian violence. For instance, 
during the conflict in May 2021, the number of antisemitic incidents in Australia were 
double those of May 2020. 

The widespread adoption of the IHRA definition by 40 nations, including majority 
Muslim countries Albania and Kosovo, alongside the likes of the UK, the US, France, 
Germany, Italy, Canada and many others, indicates how widely respected the 
definition is. 

It has also been endorsed and supported by key international organisations and their 
leaders – the Council, Parliament and Commission of the Europan Union, as well as 
the United Nations Secretary General, Antonio Guterres, and Special Rapporteur for 
Freedom of Religion or Belief, Ahmed Shaheed – reflecting the significance with which 
it is regarded as a valuable tool both in educating people about, and in tackling, 
antisemitism. 
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Meanwhile, more than 50 per cent of UK universities have adopted the definition, as 
have the Global Imams Council, the municipal authorities of various capital cities 
around the world, including London, Paris and Berlin, and various trade unions. 

Closer to home, it has not only been taken up by both the Federal Government and 
Opposition, it has also been adopted by the NSW Government and the Victorian 
Opposition, while the Victorian Government is currently considering its adoption, with 
an announcement expected soon. 

Among local unions and organisations, it has been adopted by The National Union of 
Students and, last November, Waverley – home to the second largest Jewish 
community in the country – became the the first Council in Australia to adopt it. 

Within the Jewish community of Australia, adoption of the IHRA definition is supported 
by every mainstream organisation, on both a federal and state level, just as it is 
supported by their counterparts in Jewish communities abroad. 

Zionism Victoria adds its voice to the Executive Council of Australian Jewry, the Zionist 
Federation of Australia, the United Israel Appeal, the Australasian Union of Jewish 
Students (AUJS), the Jewish Community Council of Victoria and, indeed, the 
overwhelming majority of Jewish groups that have discussed the issue, in calling for 
the definition to be recognised and adopted. 

Those that argue against it within the community are a tiny minority, sadly driven by 
their own political agendas. Indeed, when they claim that the definition may be 
“weaponised”, it is they who are weaponising It for their own ends. 

It would be a travesty – and a slap in the face – if Glen Eira, home to Australia’s largest 
Jewish community, consciously rejected adoption of the definition given the 
community’s representative roof bodies and all but a fraction of communal 
organisations regard it as a crucial tool in the fight against antisemitism.  

In an atmosphere of rising antisemitism, where organisations such as the AUJS are 
pleading for the definition to be adopted so that Jewish students can be protected 
against intimidation, discrimination and abuse on campus, to refuse to  accept and 
promote the definition would be nothing short of wilfully negligent. 

In short, just as one would not expect Council to presume to dictate to a member of 
the Islamic community what they may consider Islamophobic, or to dictate to a 
member of the LGBTQI+ community what they may find homophobic or transphobic, 
it would be unconscionable for Council, in Corbynesque fashion, to dictate to the 
Jewish community what they may or may not consider antisemtic. (Indeed, Jeremy 
Corbyn’s own party executive voted for the full adoption of the IHRA definition, 
overruling him, as party leader, in the process.) 
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No one is disputing that Glen Eira has an impressive record in promoting 
multiculturalism and inclusivity, in tackling racism in all its forms and in supporting the 
Jewish community.  

Adoption of the IHRA definition would only serve to strengthen Council’s commitment 
to these ends, providing guidelines and promoting understanding of what the vast 
majority of Jews who live within its boundaries, and indeed throughout Australia and 
the world, find hurtful, offensive and beyond the pale. 

Beyond the fine words and sentiments ithat are so often expressed in the battle against 
racism in general and antisemitism in particular, adoption of the definition would 
empower those tasked with both education about hatred and tackling hatred, 
furnishing them with a much-needed resource to help them achieve their ends. 

We thank you for your consideration and, on behalf of Zionism Victoria, our affiliates 
and the community, we urge you to adopt the definition. 

Should any members of council or council officals wish to discuss this further, we 
would be delighted to assist. Please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Yossi Goldfarb     Zeddy Lawrence 
President      Executive Director 

0419 004425      0425 005300 
president@zionismvictoria.org.au   execdirector@zionismvictoria.org.au 

 


